For the high precise tracking control task in quantum communications, this paper introduces a fractional-order control scheme to resolve the confliction between error rejection capacity and stability margin. In the system and controller design, a system preprocessing, including phase margin compensation and controller structure amelioration, is introduced to make the controller realizable. And in order to obtain the global optimum in controller parameter tuning, a visual version method is also imported. This innovative control scheme could effectively equilibrate the system's demands for high error suppression capacity and enough phase margin, and makes it possible for a class of systems' high precision control. The innovative control method is experimented in an electro-optical system, which could help to obtain a better beam tracking performance in quantum communications.
Introduction
As an innovation application of the photo-communication technology, quantum communication based on quantum entanglement effect has attracts lots of attention in recent decades due to its admirable directionality, absolutely safety, large communication capacity as well as high efficiency [1] - [3] . The electro-optical control system plays an important role in the long distance light-path establish in quantum communication [4] , where the high-precision beam tracking control is the fundamental of high-precision quantum communication [5] - [7] . Commonly speaking, the system in quantum communication works at 5 kHz sampling rate while the image detecting sensor's sampling rate is less than 2 kHz [8] . As working in this sampling rate with more than 2 frames time delay, the compensation of the time delay cannot be ignored, and a higher stabilization precision and better error attenuation capacity are needed. From the perspective of control, the high stability and great disturbance rejection capacity of the electro-optical system ensure the light tracking's favourable performance [9] , [10] . Indeed, along with the demands for higher precision and harsher working conditions, disturbance rejection capacity as well as system stability demands in electrooptic systems is going to be more and more stringent in recent years [11] , [12] . In other words, the system requires sufficient stability margin reserve and greater error attenuate ability in the engineering practices. Although recent technology strategies could already meet the demands for quantum communications, the performance's maintenance and improvement in larger systems with harsher work conditions are in urgent needed in the foreseeable future. However, Traditional control methods are limited in those performance improvement. Thus, the high precision laser tracking method for electro-optical system becomes one of the key technical issues in quantum communication.
From the perspective of system control, the most effective method to promote attenuation ability under the same bandwidth is to increase the system type number, or to say the number of integrals [13] . A higher system type implies a stronger steady-state error rejection and a better disturbance attenuation [14] . Type-one system, such as PI and PID control scheme with only one integral, is widely adopted in electro-optic system's control [15] . Meanwhile, type-two system, such as PID-I control scheme [16] , is rare reported in literatures. Compared with type-one system, typetwo system with two integrals implies an additional 90
• phase loss. Along with the unavoidable phase loss from time delay, type-two system's phase margin decreases and conditionally stable system occurs, especially in the low and middle frequency domain. Additionally, system gain as well as bandwidth is restricted by the phase loss in type-two systems. As a consequence, there exists inherent contradiction between system type number and phase margin, and it becomes the bottleneck in electro-optical system's control system design. Some literatures have introduced extra zeros to compensate the phase loss from integral and time delay to a certain extent in traditional system control [17] . However, the inherent contradiction and conditional stability is not solved fundamentally.
An instinctive idea to solve this challenging problem is to split the difference between type number increasing and phase loss decreasing. Fractional calculus, as the integral and differential order expand from integer to the whole complex plane [18] , has great potential to solve this problem. On the fundamental of fractional calculus, fractional order systems (FOS) have attracted lots of attention during the past few years as their much more accurate and concise description for many complex engineering plants [19] , [20] . And fractional order controllers (FOC) described by fractional order calculus, compared with traditional ones, have brought faster response speed, lower overshoot and better robustness in many engineering practices [21] , [22] . Theoretical derivation and experimental verification have proved that a real order system possesses characteristics of the nearby two integer order systems simultaneously [23] . Nevertheless, little attention is paid on the FOS's performance balance ability and its coming out superiorities in engineering.
In view of above discussions, this paper devotes to introduce an unconventional FOC between type-one and type-two system into electro-optical system control. The controller is designed in the viewpoint of fractional order open-loop system. On the basis of fractional order integral with order 1 < α < 2, which is the core component of the FOC, a higher attenuation capacity than the type-one system and a less phase loss than the type-two system is obtained. At the same time, a low-pass filter is introduced to promote the high frequency noise attenuation capacity. As non-causal system occurs when trying to inverse the time delay, the phase loss from time delay is artfully replaced by a compensation in phase margin. By this preprocessing, the system causality is guaranteed and the calculation complexity is reduced substantially. Once the controller structure is determined, a set of optimal controller parameters could be obtained by performance indicator optimization. However, many optimization methods are frustrated by local optimum. In order to solve this problem, this paper adopts a visual diagram method to draw the performance chart among the whole parameters solution space, where the global optimal performance indicator and the relative parameters can be directly found from the diagram.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section II gives a brief introduction with electrooptical system model in electro-optic systems, and introduces the problem formulation we discuss. Besides, some basic properties of FOS that will be used in the later sections are given. The FOC design method for electro-optical system is proposed in Section III, including open-loop system's preprocessing and controller design, performance indicator design and visual version optimal controller parameter tuning method. Simulation and experimental results are presented in Section IV to illustrate the effectiveness of our method. Finally in the conclusion section, the controller design works are summarized.
The Control System and FOS
The analysis at hand takes an electro-optical system's pose loop control scheme as an example. Configuration of the system is shown in the left of Fig. 1 , where the light is tracking by actuators from the reflecting mirror, and the related angle pose error θ of the light is detected by optical axis detector. The main purpose for the system is to drive the motors and track the light's moving with high precision. The feedback control system is shown as the right of Fig. 1 , where the plant G (s) is compensated by the controller C (s).
By mechanism modeling method, the transfer function of the system can be obtained as follows:
where the time constant a is relatively small, and the nature frequency 1/b is about several Hz. As a relative position detector, the PSD still has several frames' sampling and processing time, about several ms under 1 kHz sampling rate. Therefore, the integrated plant in electro-optical system should be
where τ is the actual time delay including sensor delay and system's processing time.
On the basis of type-one control system, the target in this paper is to design a novel controller C (s) in Fig. 1 to level up the error attenuation capacity under an acceptable stability margin reserved and avoid the conditional stability. In order to improve the attenuation capacity without significant loss of stability, which seems extremely difficult in traditional control schemes, an additional noninteger order integral with order between 1 and 2 is going to be introduced. In this way the relative merits are neutralized between type-one and type-two systems. Therefore, the problem we discuss in this paper is how to design a suitable FOC C (s), described by fractional order operators such as integrals and differentiators, to meet the system demands for both stability and attenuation capacity. The 'fractional order' in this description represents fractional order calculus. In the scope of this paper, the Caputo's definition [18] for fractional order integral is given as (3), where α ∈ R and
Obviously, the derivative degrades into classical one when the order α becomes an integer. For fractional order differential of function f (t) under zero initial conditions, the Laplace transform is represented as
where F (s) is the Laplace transform of function f (t). This formula is the basic operator in both FOS and FOC design. Remark: Although there exists long memory problem in FOS, this feature does not influence our controller design. That's because all the fractional order controllers are finally realized in integer forms, while the non-local feature can be totally eliminated.
FOC Design

Open-Loop System Preprocessing and Controller Design
As the target we're tracking, or to say the light source in Fig. 1 , is always moving in the low frequency domain, commonly below 10 Hz, the error attenuation capacity in the low frequency range is an important performance index in the system. As a classical reference model in FOS, which enjoys perfect robustness and enough stable margins, the Bode's ideal transfer function [24] can be designed as the reference open-loop system, expressed as follow.
This transfer function serving as the ideal open-loop system implies a constant phase margin (2 − α) π/2 with crossover frequency ω g = K 1/α , and an infinite gain margin. In contrast to type-two system, the phase of F 0 (s) is always above −π even without any additional zeros, while the phase margin is higher under the same system gain. In consideration of error attenuation capacity in the low frequency, system (5) performs as a 20αdB/dec line, which represents a lower amplitude than type-one system under the same bandwidth, and implies a better attenuation capacity. Parameter K in (5) is related to the system bandwidth and open-loop crossover frequency, and α is related to the phase margin, attenuation capacity and resonant peak. Thus, system (5) could meet the demands for both stable margin reserving and error attenuation promoting.
In consideration of the advantages of Bode's ideal loop function, the ideal open-loop system is chosen as (5) . That is to say, the target for electro-optic system control is to adjust the open-loop system to F 0 (s). In this situation, the controller can be easily obtained as
Obviously, this ideal controller cannot be realized in practice due to the following reasons.
1) The directly compensate for time delay e −τs is a noncausal time lead e τs in (6) that cannot be physically realized. 2) Except for time delay, the numerator order is higher than that of the denominator, which is also an unprocurable structure for the controller and the system. 3) Resonant is serious in (6) . Although reducing the order α could efficiently reduce the resonant peak, it will also reduce the capacity for error attenuation. The resonant should be reduced by other scheme. Focusing on the problems above, a modification of the ideal open-loop system is urgent needed. Time delay can be retained in the controlled system, where the phase loss from time delay can be compensate by leveling up the phase margin threshold. Moreover, this modification could avoid compensation deviation if the identification of time delay was not precise sufficiently. Secondly, a low-pass filter is introduced after the crossover frequency to enhance the passive noise attenuation capacity, while this new component could also make it possible to adjust the resonant in a certain range. Consequently, the ideal open-loop electro-optic system is modified as (7).
As a hidden condition, the pole for low-pass filter should lied exactly in the right side of crossover frequency. That is, B < 1/ω g , where ω g is the system's crossover frequency.
Herein, the controller is modified as
where the time delay τ is irrelevant to the controller design. Although a small enough B has little influence on the system performance before the crossover frequency, the system noise in the middle frequency domain cannot be sufficiently attenuated as well. On the contrary, a big B could lead to additional phase loss in the low and middle frequency domains and lead to a decrease in phase margin. Thus, the parameter B should be chosen carefully. Nevertheless, the second problem for the controller is not solved as well. Fortunately, previous experiences have found that the time constant a for first order element in electro-optical system, represented in (1), is efficient small that will not influence the controller performance below 1 kHz in this paper. Therefore, zero 1/a can be directly ignored in (8) , and the related order is now α − 1, which is bigger than zero and the controller becomes a causal one.
Consequently, the designed controller in electro-optic system control is finally represented as
where (k, b, ζ) are the identified parameters, and (K , α, B ) are the controller parameters going to be tuned. As 1 < α < 2, the controller can be split into two part, expressed as C fos (s) and C i nt (s), where
Thus, C (s) = C fos (s) C i nt (s). It's obvious that C i nt (s) is a traditional type-one controller, while the fractional order integral C fos (s) is the key to the fractional order character for the system. For traditional type-one controller C i nt (s), the bandwidth can be tuned by tuning the controller gain. While under the same bandwidth, an additional fractional order integral C fos (s) could provide a further 20 (1 − α)dB/dec slope in the whole range, and indicates a higher gain as well as a lower error transformation amplitude in the low frequency domain. On the contrary, this fractional order integral also brings an additional (α − 1) π/2 phase loss in the whole frequency range. However, when compared with type-two controller, this fractional order integral has a (2 − α) π/2 phase lead, ensures a higher phase than −π in the low and middle frequency range, and could avoid conditional stability in the system. As a consequence, the FOC (9) owns a higher system gain and better error attenuation capacity in low frequency range compared with traditional type-one controller (11), while the low frequency domain's phase margin can be guaranteed compared with type-two controller. Thus, the FOC's performance balance capacity between the system gain and phase reserve is proved.
Controller Parameters Tuning
As parameters (K , α, B ) determine the system performance, those parameters can be tuned under certain demands for systems, such as crossover frequency, phase margin and gain margin. It should be noticed that the bandwidth is not the considering indicator in this paper. Hence, the related open-loop crossover frequency can be chosen as a constrained constant ω g to simplify the calculations. Suppose the threshold of phase and gain margin are p m and g m respectively, and the phase crossover frequency is w p . Then the system's true phase margin P m and gain margin G m should satisfy such formulas:
There are four variables in the above formulas. With the system structure (7), it's obvious that only two parameters (α, B ) are independent, while the other two K , ω p are determined by the two independent variables. The following equations have presented the relationship between K , ω p and (α, B ).
For the two independent parameters, it's easy to get that α is limited in (1, 2) , while considering the Shannon's sampling theorem, parameter B should be limited in B ≥ 2T s , where T s is the controller's updating time. Therefore, (α, B ) are limited in the variable space
In this variable space, the feasible region of (α, B ) should satisfy the following stable margin constrains.
By enumerating all the possible values in and calculating the related K , ω p from (16) (17) , and predicating the feasibility from (19) (20) , a feasible region for (α, B ) is then determined.
Generally speaking, more than one pair of feasible parameters exist in . Consequently, an optimization scheme is introduced afterwards. As in most control systems, the concerned frequency performance indicators include system gain, bandwidth, attenuation capacity, resonant peak and so on. In the electro-optical system applying in quantum communication in this paper, the most important indicators are the system gain and the fractional order related to the attenuation capacity and the closed-loop resonant peak. Thus, an optimization indicators for the system can be set as
where coefficients (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ) are not only the weight coefficients but also normalizing factors, cause the nominal value of K is about several hundreds, while the nominal value of fractional order α is less than 2, resonant peak M r 's nominal value is around 5. By the normalization, the three indicators can be balanced. Herein, the controller design scheme is transferred to parameter optimization, while the target is to find the maximum indicator J .
Classical optimization methods, such as linear programming and gradient descent algorithm and so on, require suitable initial variable values, while the convergence and local optimum problem cannot be totally solved. Fortunately, there're only two independent variables α and B in the proposed method for electro-optical system, while the system gain K is not an independent variable but can be certainly determined by α and B from equation (16) . Herein, a three-dimension solution space with two variables and the comprehensive performance indicator can just handle this optimization problem, while x and y axes represent α and B respectively, and indicator value of J in (21) is a two-dimension matrix related to parameter α and B . Thus, the optimal (α, B ) can be obtained by searching the maximum value of J in the solution space. This directly visual version coordinated with global searching could intuitively emerge the global and local optimum and find the optimal parameters effectively. A real solution space diagram is exhibited in the next section.
In case of more than one global optimum point in the solution space, a priority between the three indicators in (21) is set as α > M r > K . The flow chart of the visual version controller parameter tuning scheme is given as Fig. 2. 
Experiment
A real electro-optical system platform including optical axis detector, actuators, reflecting mirror and the light source is shown in the left of Fig. 3 .
Optical axis detector includes high frame frequency charge coupled device (CCD), position sensitive detector (PSD), four-quadrant detector and others. Due to the advantages in high resolution ratio and rapidity, PSD is chosen as the optical axis detector in this experiment. The light source, which presents an important role in electro-optical system for quantum communication, is fasted on a pedestal with two rotating degrees of freedom, while the rotating axes are defined as x axis and y axis respectively. These two axes are independently driven by actuators under the pedestal. After transmission and the mirror's reflecting, the light is finally detected by the PSD, which could provide the related pose error of the light in x and y axes. This related pose error is treated as the feedback signal in the control loop, and the main goal of our controller is to minimize the detected error by giving suitable driven signal to the actuators.
As the pedestal's x-axis and y-axis are structurally symmetrical, experiments for only one axis is enough to verify the theoretical analysis in the previous sections. By driving the x-axis motors with a series of sinusoidal signals and testing the angular displacement from PSD, the measured electro-optic system characteristic G (s) can be obtained as the right in Fig. 3 . It is noticed that the fitting error is serious in high frequency range. That is mainly caused by platform's mechanical characteristics. The components' response capacity are very limited beyond certain frequency, and both the driving signal and detected signal are inaccurate in high frequency range. A good new is that the working frequency for our electro-optical system is always below 10 Hz, where the components' response capacity is guaranteed. As a result, a precise modeling and identification is required in the low frequency range, while fitting errors are allowed in the high frequency range. A precise mathematical model for electro-optic system with structure (1) is obtained as
It's obviously that the corner frequency for uncontrolled electro-optic system is less than 10 Hz, and the phase loss is serious in the middle frequency region. Another resonant is obvious at about 100 Hz from the figure, that's due to the neglect of second order resonant in mechanism modelling, as shown in (1). However, as the target's moving is much less than 100 Hz in most situations, and the frequency range we focused on is in the low and middle frequency domain, this second order resonant will not affect the control performance any way. Thus, the controller we designed in this paper is going to compensate the phase lag and level up the error attenuation in the low frequency domain by introducing fractional order control scheme.
In order to judge the control performance, the system demands are given as follows. Crossover frequency is set as 15 Hz, phase margin threshold is 45
• and gain margin is not less than 5 dB. In order to restrain the resonant in the system, a maximum resonant peak is chosen as 6 dB. That is to say, those available parameters should also satisfy the resonant limitation.
The parameter tuning algorithm in Fig. 2 is realized in MATLAB. A large number of parameters' points (α, B ) are enumerated as discrete points, where α is enumerated in linear space in (1, 2) and parameter B is enumerated in log space 2T s , 1/ω g . As the system parameters (α, B ) along with the comprehensive performance index can make a visual three-dimension graph, an optimal parameter point can be found by searching the maximum comprehensive performance index value among a finite number of parameter points. By searching the z-axis value in MATLAB, a visual global optimum index J is found at (α, B ) = 1.407, 4.063 × 10 −4 . After parameter tuning scheme, those controller parameters are taken into the electro-optical systems and realized by those hardware components. By choosing the weight coefficients (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ) as reciprocals of 50 percentage, 0 percentage and 50 percentage of their nominal values respectively, a three-dimension figure of parameter tuning in the solution space is obtained in Fig. 4 , where the parameter K is uniquely determined by formula (16) . The final optimal controller is obtained as follows. Identification results and the performance requirements for the system are given in Tab. 1. By the available region searching scheme and parameter optimization mentioned in the above section, the optical controller parameters are also shown in the table.
By introducing the controller (23) into the original system, and realizing the FOC from 0.01 Hz to 15 Hz, the real controlled open-loop and closed-loop Bode diagram are shown in Fig. 5 .
Obviously, the low frequency range's fitting errors between measured system and theoretical results are small. That implies the validity of our analysis and effectiveness of the control method. From the figures, the slope of the magnitude cure in open-loop system between 0.1 Hz and 10 Hz is about −27.55 dB/dec, which implies a fractional order character of order 1.378, which is close to the designed order α = 1.407. Comparing the type two system with low frequency phase −π, the system phase in low frequency domain is always above 130
• and the system phase is sufficiently limited above −π below 100 Hz. That favorable phase performance in the low and middle frequency range implies a global stable system, though it is difficult to be realized in type-two systems. And the measured closed-loop bandwidth of this system is 33.11 Hz, while the resonant peak is only 3.34 dB. The experiments performances from those figures are all acceptable and expectable in electro-optic system control. As a significant indicator in the control system, the error attenuation character is also given in Fig. 6 , while the traditional type-one control scheme with (11) , and a type-two control scheme presented as PID-PI control under the same crossover frequency (15 Hz) and same phase margin (π/4) are also measured in practice.
From the figure, the experiment has verified the theoretical analysis in the low frequency domain. The measured FOS with FOC presents a 1.407 order character in the low frequency domain. As shown in Fig. 6 , the measured attenuation capacity advantage for the proposed FOC is distinct in the low frequency domain when comparing with the type-one control scheme, especially below 10 Hz. Due to a higher system order α than one, there exists a small resonant peak at about 28 Hz. The theoretical analysis confirmed that resonant cannot be totally eliminated until α = 1 and thus the system becomes the traditional type-one control system. However, it doesn't influence the great error attenuation capacity and the sufficient system phase reserve in the low frequency. Meanwhile, a traditional type-two control scheme with two integrals as PID-PI structure, are also tested. By carefully adjusting the controller parameters, a stable control system with the same bandwidth and same phase margin is obtained as the carmine line in the figure. Although the typetwo system enjoys a better error attenuation capacity below 1 Hz, the advantage in attenuation capacity becomes unconspicuous between 1 Hz to 20 Hz. The noise in the very low frequency is due to a low signal to noise ratio (SNR) as the detecting precision is limited. Although it seems that the type-two system could also meet the strict demands for error attenuation, one should not ignore that the system is fundamentally a conditional stable system, while a small uncertainty in system parameters could lead to unexpected performances such as instability. However, the parameter robustness of FOC method is guaranteed as the system phase is always reserved and the system is a global stable system. Relatively speaking, the blue line, representing the FOC scheme in this paper, is a viable controller to meet the demands for both the attenuation capacity and stable margin reserve.
Conclusions
This paper has concerned the contradictions between system stable margin and error attenuation in quantum communication's beam tracking control. The contradiction is neutralized by introducing the fractional order control scheme and a series of adaptive design. This method could help to improve the electro-optical system's performance in both the error attenuation capacity as well as stable margin. Firstly, the contradictions between type-one and type-two systems are analyzed and the fractional order calculus definition as well as the Laplace transform of FOS is introduced, which are the fundamental of the subsequent electro-optical system's controller design target. Then, the fractional order controller is designed based on the system's general requirements, including crossover frequency, phase margin threshold and gain margin threshold. In order to get the optimal controller parameters, a comprehensive performance index is proposed and the parameters are tuned in the whole feasible region. Finally, this innovative fractional order control scheme is realized in the electro-optic system, and the experiments have confirmed the effectiveness of this method.
The main contributions of this work are listed below.
r In this paper, a fractional order control scheme is introduced into electro-optical systems to attenuate the contradiction between error suppression capability, or to say the system type, and system phase reserve.
r By preprocessing the system structure and redesign the controller, this paper makes it possible for FOC to be applied in electro-optical system.
r On the foundation of common FOC design method, a parameter solution space concept is proposed as a visual three-dimension diagram. This parameter tuning procedure avoids the optimization getting into the local extremum.
